ALL THE

RIGHT MOVES
OVERLOOKING A SAN DIEGO CANYON, A MODERNIST HOME FURNISHED WITH
BESPOKE PIECES AND COLORFUL ARTWORK OFFERS UNPARALLELED VIEWS.
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A pivoting custom mahogany entry door, featuring alabaster panels, opens to a central
courtyard paved with poured concrete. The spectacular canyon views beyond the great
room can be glimpsed through Marvin windows from Designer Window Supply.

W

here there are sweeping views
overlooking a canyon, it’s natural for
the eye to be drawn outside. But in
this San Diego family’s modern house,
conceived by architect William Hayer
and built by Ryan Hill, the eye is just as easily focused
inward, thanks to a cleverly executed plan as well as the
tranquil interiors crafted by interior designer Helene Ziman.
“This site offered expansive unobstructed views to a
natural area in the rear,” Hayer says. “The house opens
up to take advantage of them.”
A wide, straight path leads to the two-level stucco
structure (the clay tile is a nod to the design regulations in a
community of more traditional residences) and to a pivoting
front door of mahogany inset with alabaster panels. Once
indoors, a walkway flanked with rock-filled beds leads past
a sculptural water feature and points the way toward the
south-facing canyon views visible from the great room at the

back of the house. There, floor-to-ceiling glass doors slide
into the walls, seamlessly linking the room to the covered
terrace overlooking a swimming pool—complete with a
custom fire feature that makes it, according to Hayer, just as
visually appealing at night—and the city views beyond.
The view from the front door to the pool might be the
most dramatic, but Hayer ensured other spaces have vistas
that, though maybe more modest, are equally as compelling.
The windows at both ends of the home’s prominent cross
axis showcase a Micah Curtis sculpture visible from the
dining area on one side, and a large aloe tree at the end of
the hallway on the other. “We tried to have the windows be
picture frames for extraordinary things,” landscape architect
Brian Grove says.
Interior details yield more small, compelling moments for
the eye. In fact, says Hill, “It’s a good blend of exterior
and interior architecture. It was a special collaboration to
create an aesthetically pleasing, functional family house.”

Stucco and red clay tile roofing
from Redland Clay Tile define a
contemporary San Diego home
by architect William Hayer, which
was constructed by builder Ryan
Hill, who frequently collaborates
with Hayer. Stone-lined channels
and minimalist plantings by
landscape architect Brian Grove
complement the structure.
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Interior designer Helene Ziman furnished
the great room with a custom sofa and
lounge chair in a Pindler chenille. She
also conceived the stainless-steel-andwhite-oak console, the side tables and
the coffee table, all fabricated by Andrew
Morgan Furniture. The Ascend wool rug
keeps to the neutral palette chosen for the
space. Travertine from Walker Zanger on
the fireplace and a Michael Ruffini painting
in the hallway add dynamic effects.

Among those interior details that he managed are tray
ceilings in the living and dining rooms clad with white
oak, which have a moody glow when illuminated at night.
White oak also dresses the pitched ceilings in the master
bedroom and family room and covers many of the floors.
Further touches include a fireplace in cream-and-silver
travertine accented with zebrano wood on the shelves
flanking it. Besides imparting pattern, the forms also play
with ideas of building and layering spaces, adding a sense
of depth, Ziman says.
In fact, zebrano wood is a unifying element throughout
the house, because “repeating the wood makes for continuity
and harmony,” Ziman says. It takes on a prominent role in
the kitchen, where it faces cabinetry that complements the
mix of sandstone and quartzite countertops that define
the three surface levels of the custom island. The wood
also appears in a cleverly concealed second kitchen that
allows the main kitchen to remain spotless for guests. And
there’s an encore appearance in the master suite, where it
is used for the custom cabinetry and a floating vanity in the
spa-like master bathroom.
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A burnished-steel chandelier with a slim
profile by Hubbardton Forge ensures that
the dining room is well illuminated without
obstructing the view of the metal sculpture
by Micah Curtis just outside. Custom
chairs surround the white-oak table from
Seventh & 7th Designs. The carpet and the
fabric for the host chairs are by Kravet.

“WITH WILLIAM
PROVIDING SUCH
GREAT SPACES, IT
WAS REALLY EASY
FOR ME TO COME
IN AND ADD THE
COMFORT AND
FUNCTION THE
CLIENTS WERE
LOOKING FOR.”
–HELENE ZIMAN
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Left: An acrylic hanging light fixture
by Foscarini centers on the dining
table and chairs from Lawrence in
a breakfast area overlooking the
canyon. The white-oak engineered
wood flooring throughout the
home is from Pacific Hardwood.
Opposite: Custom counter chairs
face the kitchen island made of stone
from BDG Design Group, polished
Silestone by Cosentino and polished
quartz from Pental Surfaces; above
are Eurofase pendants. Design
Synthesis fabricated the zebrano
wood-veneer cabinetry. The SubZero and Wolf appliances are from
Pirch; the Luxart faucets are from
European Bath, Kitchen, Tile & Stone.

Layered into the home are furnishings that are stylish and
comfortable with a palette inspired by the earth and the
sky. “With William providing such great spaces, it was really
easy for me to come in and add the comfort and function
the clients were looking for,” Ziman says. For example,
because entertaining is a major part of her clients’ lives, she
made sure the great room has plenty of seating, including a
generous sectional covered in plush chenille. The sectional
is of her design, one of many bespoke pieces of furniture
throughout. Similarly, for the dining room, she conjured up
a dramatic floating console. Composed of a thick stone
ledge, it is backed by panels—one of wood carved in an

undulating pattern and the other of zebrano wood. “I love
floating cabinetry,” Ziman explains. “The weightlessness
of it becomes a sculptural element.”
Frequent collaborators during the past two decades,
Ziman and Hayer are delighted with the way the house
turned out. “William designed this wonderful space, and
my job was to fill it in a way that creates a beautiful feeling
the second you open the front door,” Ziman says. “It
definitely reflects our clients.” Hayer is equally enamored
with the result. “I just love the way this house flows and the
way it lives,” he says. “I’ve been to parties there, and it’s
very comfortable.”
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The fireplace, clad with honed
Arival stone from Mármol Export
USA, creates a cozy feeling in
the master bedroom. Cowtan &
Tout suede from Harsey & Harsey
covers the bed frame. The carved
bench, dressed in a Kravet fabric,
is by Liaigre from Thomas Lavin.
Shaw Floors carpet is underfoot.
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